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PREFACE

Because our experience in the world and our ability to function in the world-

involves data from both cognitive and affective c'omains of learning, our education

should also involve both domains. In speech communication we recognize that both

expressive -and instrumental functions are important to the individual and to

society. It is possible to unify these polarizations by employing an- "integrative"

model of education in which both co'gnitive and affective knowledge is developed in

the same curriculum, a curriculum which stresses both expressive and instrumental

functions in cOmmunication. This manual employs an integrative model of education

in that it joins awareness of values, f'eelings, and self with knowledge and skills

necessary for expression and communication..

This manual consists of four fantasy exercises which assist in developing

awareness of personal events as well as follow-up exercises which develop intra-
,

1

personal, interpersonal, an4 rhetorical skills. A self-awareness exercise and a

presentational assignment which relates to the rhe...orical mode or organizational

pattern developed in the fantasy follows each of the four fantasy exercises.

Each of the four sections may be supplemented with discussion of key concepts.

[A list of key concept is provided at the end of this manual.] Observation projexts

conducted outside the class over the duration of the:course may_alsO supplement

in-class work.

The authors encourage your comments regarding the value of the various sections

of the manual. During the development period,-no right to copy is explicitly

granted or denie6; corsult the authors regarding individual requests by addressing

either C. A. Findley, Northeastern University, 310 Churchill Hall, roston; MA 02115;

or L..Nathan-Easten, University of_Massachusetts, Harbor Campus, Boston, MA 02125.
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LESSON #1 PREPARATION

Lesson #1 asks you to identify with an object and to talk about yourself
as the Object.- You should identify with the object in the present, in
the here and now.. The process of identification.helps you use your imag-
inatTE-and requires you to use all.your senees--taste, touch, sight,
smell,- hearing, movement.'

In this exercise, called a fantasy, you will work with the following con-
ceot words:
IDEMITTY: size, shape, color, and physical characteristics
FUNCTION: purpose or use
araNG: location, environment, and surroundings
FEELINGS: internal responses, emotions
MOVEYENT: motion through tine and/or space

These concept words willtake on greater and greater personal meaning as
you develop a more.personal definition of the world, thinking in relation
to these concept words and others in later fantasy exercises.

The worksheets help you develop certain skills in o
and personal agareness, and communication.

:lhe Journal Entry and Worxsheet A -following it must
exercises which follow.

4
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Journal altry I AM A T.R.

Objective: Object identification.

INSTRUCTIONS: While your oral fantasy is still fresh-in your mind, record
it below in written form so you can. use it for later exercises and analysis.
Remember you are a tree now at this moment, not in the past or future;
therefore, use verbs in the-present tense to express what is happening and
what you feel in the here and now. Be sure to include all aspects of your
identity (size, shape, color, physical.characteristics, etc.); the setting
(location,,,surroundings, climate), the effects of the seasons; your function
(purpose, Use); and your feelings about your existence as a tree. Begin
with: "I am a tree."



Worksheet A I AnA

Objective: Classification,t6 help the student look at his own language to
z, see what types of words and utterances he uses and how-he uses

them; to prepare the student for exercises in definition and
-description:

INSTRUCTIONS: Look over the written record of your fantasy. Place each
major word or phrase in the proper, most releVant, column below. Be sure
to have at least five (5) words in each column. (For example, the word
garden fran the sentence, I live in a garden, would be placed in the setting
column.) Some words may be_appropriate for more than one column: grow can
be in either the function or movement column.

MOVEMENT IDENTITY FUNuliON SETTLNG FFFLTNGS



Worksheet A
1

T AM A 1PF7

INSTRUCTIONS: Take a look at your fantasy again. Write down in one column
below what was done to you when you were a tree. In the other column, write
what you did as a tree.

WHAT WAS DO.:E. T 0 I WHAT I DID



Wbrksheet B AM A itiEr.,

Objective: Description of dominant mood (strongest feeling) and organization
of one-point messce.

Purpose: Tb help the student formulate broad concepts for feelings and
to.communicate the dominant feeling using only relevant detail.

INSTRIMIONS: Look over the written record of your fantasy in.the journal
entry and try to determine the dominant mood (the strongest feeling) in the
fantasy. Write the word which best, describes that mood in the space below.
The, word is probably one of the words you listed in the feelings column in
Wbrksheet A. -Now re-read your'fantasy and choose vocabulary items and
phrases that relate to that feeling. Write these words or phrases on the
lines below. For example, if the dominant feeling in your fantasy is
happiness, all the details should relate to being happy. However, if the
domient feeling is one of confusion, then the details.should be mixed
supporting the dominant feeling of confUsion.

I. The dominant mood is

(Relevant details)

A.

C.

D.

E.

F;

G.



Worksheet B
1

I AM A '.11.cr=

INSTRUCTIONS: Now find a partner and present your relevant details in
a mini-speech. In order to ensure that.your experience as a tree is-
communicated, see if your partner can determine the dominant mood from
your presentation rather than from his/her own assumptions.

INSTRUCTIONS TO LISTENER: As you listen, check out the accuracy of your
listening by restating to the speaker what has just been said. (refer to
section on non-evaluative listening in your text)

You may record some notes on your experience in this exercise on this
sheet or on the Personal Notes Sheet for Lesson #1 found at the end of
the lesson.



Worksheet C I AM A Tr

Objective: Spatial description and organization

Purpose: TO help the student organize and express-description of space
or location of objects or functions according to arrangement
in space.

INSITIUCTIONS: NoV think of yourself as a movie camera that is moving across
a scene from left to right or from top to bottom or just the reverse. Once
a pattern for the movement of the camera is established, be consistent and
don't jump back and forth. The scene you are viewing is the setting of
your existence as a tree. This kind of organizational pattern is called
spatial because you are arranging things or events according to their
pattern or location in a certain space. This method of description does
not require the selective Vocabulary choiCe of the dominant mood description
but instead the use of words to show location and relation between objects-
or activities.

OUTLINE you information below, starting with a clear statement of purpose
and organizational pattern pa= of the INTRODUCTiON. Then move to the
BODY of the messagein which you describe the setting according to your
chosen pattern. Finally, briefly summarize your information in the CONCLUSION.



Worksheet C
1 AM A TItc.E

INSTRUCTTONS: Present your information to a partner who will try to draw
a picture which reflects the location of the different objects in the
setting you describe. Let your partner put his/her picture in your work
book, and you will put your picture in your partner's workbook. Use this
lpage for the picture and record notes of your experience on the Personal
Notes Sheet for Lesson #1.

11



Wbrksheet D
Part I

I AM A 114,Lt

Objective: Comparison using simile.

Purpose: Tb help the student focus on attributes throuPda the use of probe
questions.

INSTRUCTIONS: This fantasy is'based on the personification of a tree. To
answer the question "Why are trees like people?" it is helpfUl to use prompt
,questions. These questions will help you determine the attributes of each
word in the comparison. Look at.the example below as we compare two amingly
unrelated words such as fear and wall:

Word #1

fear

Word #2

Nall

Probe
Category

Question Attribute Question Attribute

identity
setting
movement
faeling

fUnction

What color is fear?
Where is fear?
How does fear move?
How does it feel to

be fear?
What does fear do?

.

gray
inside
it doesn't

lonely
trap

What color is a wall?
Where is a wall?
How does a wall move?
How does it feel to b-

a wall?
What does a wall do?

gray
inside
it doesn't

proud
enclose

NOW ask why is a tree like a person. Develop more prompt questions for each
category.

Word #1

tree

Word #2

person

Probe
Category

Question Attribute Question Attribute

entity

etting

ovement

eelingi

Unction
.

Tb create your simile (comparison using like or as) answer the question, "How
is word #1 like word #2 and why?" For example, you.may write the SENTENCE:
"Fear is like a wall because both enclose."

Construct a compressed simile (comparison withoUt the words like or as):
For example, you may write.: "Fear is'a wall which encloSes."--- 12



WOrksheet D. C I AM A TREE
.Part II

INSTRUCTIONS: Follow the same steps for these four other word pairs. The
steps simply outlined are-

1. chbose one of puns from Worksheet A and use It
as Word #1 rs below. Word #2 is the s , or
each pair.

2. ask prompt que.. ,0 determine attributes.
3. answer the question in a.SENTENCE: "How is Word #1 like WLrd #2

and Why?"
14 . construct a compressed simile (comparison without like or as

Word Pair "1

Word :#1 Word #2

PERSON

Question Attribute Question Attribute

,

3) "How,is Word 1/1 like Word #2?"

\

4) Compressed simile:

Word #1

Word Pair 2

Word #2

PERSON

Question Attribute' Question Attribute

3) "How is Word #1 like WOrd #2?"

4) Compressed simile:

,



Illorksheot D

Part II (cont'd.,)

Word Pair 3

I AM A TREE

Word # 2

-PERSON

. Question Attribute Question Attribute

3)'"How is Wor;d #1 like Word #2?"

4) CotpreSsed simile:

Word-Pair 4

Word #1 Word 12' .

PERSON

Question - Attribute Quettion Attribute

3 X ft How is Word #1 like Word #2?"

,4raompressed simile:

14



Worksheet D
1

I Mil A TRa,

INSTRUCTIONS: aioese which.object from the word pairS on the previous
worksheets you identify with most t9day. Communicate that to a partner.
Make a note of your.interaction with'your partner on the Personal Notes
Sheet for Lesson #1. Write.on this sheet all the reasons why you feel
like the object-you have chosen.

5



Worksheet E
Part I

Objective: Development of simple metaphors.

I AM A TREE

Purpose: Tb help the student develop simple metaphors involving the
creatiVe language process of personification, treating some-
thing that is not.a person as a person; A common process in
ordinary language use.

INSTRUCTIONS: Look at Worksheet A and select a word which is the name of
a fer.11n, ..Lar. Write it in the 61 beIoW. (For example, "yellow"

lo" for feeling -- not proud,"or "heat" not "hot")

1.

Now select an action word which is something that a person usually does
and write it'beloW. (For example, "touch").

2.

Now put.the.two together in a simple sentence se that.#1 is the subject
-and #2 is-the verb..(Fbr example; "Yellow touches").

3.

Now thihk of a sitatIcn when this event /f3'could occur, (Ask WHENT fles
ye37pwtouch? WHAT dces yellow touch? ICE: -,oes yellow touch? HOW dc,-E
yellow touch? Answer: "the leaves in aut ')

4 iituation:.

NLII nut your simple sentence fram.#3togeti_x with your situation from
to create-your metaphor. ("Yellow toUches the leaves in autumm")

5.

16



Worksheet E
Part II

I AM A TREE

INSTRUCTIONS: Follow the same stepS to.create other metaphors. Try practi-
cing with both feelings and colors. The steps simply outlined are:

1. select a wOrd fOr a fee11ng or color.
2. select an action word for something that a person usually does.
3. join the two words in a simple sentence.
4. create a situation-in which #3 would occur.
5. write a metaphor by putting #3 and #4 together.

Feeling or col.

Verb for person:

Simple sentence:

SitUation:

Sentence with ,-etaphor:

Feelin'4 or- c (Dr:

Verb for

Simple

SituatL-

Sente metaphor:.

Feelir dolor:

Verb f pn:

Simpl -:enterne:

Situation:

,Sentence wi- :metaphor:
7

17



Worksheet E
1

I AM A TREE

IN$tRUCT1ONS: If you had to give today a color, what would it be? Why?
Write your answer on this page and then share this information, with

another person.

,

18
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Self-Awareness #1

WHO AM I?

Deflne.yourself using as. many of the possible methods of definition as

you can. It mar help to formulate questions using the prompt categories

as probes to n insight.. Your concept-of who you are influences how

you communicate o others and the message that you transmit.

IN THE BECINNING,\, CONSIDER:

What is my identity?

What is my function?

Whatis my origin?

How would I describe myself?

How Would I claSsify myself?

Whoor.what do I compare myself to?

What.am I not?

How do'otner.s see me?

What are my feelings?

-'This information is for your own personal
reactions and awareness,:NOT TO BE HANDED

IN. Save it to check for changes. \.

19



Strategies of:DeTinition

Through using the process of identification and the:subsequent
exercises, you have defined and described yourself by a number of dif-
ferent methods., In Worksheet A, you classified your language use into
broader categories to determine rplationships and experience.concept
formation. \In Workaheet A,: you also classified according to function,
:another forM\of definition. In Worksheets B and C, you dealt wrl.th sr-tial
and'dominant mood description. In Worksheet D vrvl (1-veloped s'..41.1es
to add,clarification to meaning by ''')117.,,6 eL,1111. Jils between internal
statPs and external events, between the unknown.and the.known: There
ar,11: en methods of definition which Can bg used to add clarity to
meanf_ri when you are trying to communicate More effectively.i

THEE ARE:

l. Class and distinguishing characteristics: this is Made by stattng,
the class cf the object and its distinguishing characteristids.
(Example:.A men is a primate having an erect stance, an apposable
thumb, the ility to make:,and use specialized tools, articulate
speech, and a highlysleveloped brain-.)

2. Descripticn: listIng,physical characteristics and Spatial'arrange
ment of Ociects along with:other relevant details such 4s feeling
and,dominant rood.

3. Simile: maki= comparisons with other objects.and' situatiom: to
add 'clarity tc meaning.

4. Orizin: telli-g how something develops gr whee and when 4.t began.
TET.imple: grc -th fram seed in the ground to/a tree.)

5. Function: telling what something does and how it works
ie. what you do to something or with something.

6. Illustration: citing les.

or Purpose,,.,

",--rion-c.±-,-n c. class-and then stating-What the object ls_not
Within-the claa--s. (Example: A tree is a plant but.it is :71,Dt a flower.)

2 0
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PRESENTATION #1

Informative Speech (3-5 minutes)

Option 1

Create an object that has never existed before, hoDefully one that
serves some usefUl function. Describe this new Object to your audience
using as many of the strategies of definition as are applicable so that ypil
a s _clearly and complely as possibIt= transmit your message to your audienqe.

Option 2

Create an event, e.g, a happening, to,evoke a certain mood or feeling.
Inform the class about the relationsip between objects and events as they
relate to creating the mood or feelirD% Explain the relationship in space
of different events if they are occuring inthe same location or-room.

Option 3
,DeSign a. neW/space or location, e.g., .a ro6m or a city,to serve.a-,

-particular function. ,Inform the claas,abOut.the relationship of elements-,
the overall function as ;4oll as the location.in space of the different
elements. A diagram or scale model of your new creation may ba.Useful.

Optioh
Definition of a COncept: we uae languageto define our morld; the

way. we define,and react to concepts influences the way we think and process
inforMatiOn. To become more aware of one Concept and its meaning to yOu,
preoare.a'short structured message, defirling a concept to be shared with
the members of your-class.

Your message shouId.be preseftted as a fOrmal-speech; work with notes if
you need them', but don't read. Try to achieve a pleasant, normal, bonversa=
tipnal style of delivery.- Speak loudly, enough foreveryone to hear you.

21
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LESSON #2 PREPARATION

In this lesson you will experience your fantasy in your mind and then
relate it as througn you were telling a story. Instead of identifying
with an object as you did in Lesson #1, you will place yourself in a
certain situation. By narrating the fantasy (relating what you ex7
perienced), you will be able to see which things you left but when you
experienced the situation, and which new things you introduced while
writing it. The concept words of IDENTITY, FUNCTION, ShTTING, and
FEELING will take on new personal meaning to you,as you experience and
relate the fantasy in this lesson. You analysis of,the information
in the fantasy will help you to be more alert to the circumStances and
the events in your own.life.

One major kind of speakin:g you will be askedto do during your career
involves Communicating Cram personal experience. Once you develop the
skill of truly being aware of all that is happening around you, within
you, and because of you, you will never be at a loss for toPics that
will interest you and the people around you. The worksheets in this
lesson are designed to aid in developing skills 6f perception, organi-
zation, and comuunication. .As in they first lesson, you should complete
the,Journal Entry and Worksheet A before you so any of the others.

1

2 3
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Journal Entry BACKSTAGE AT THE THEATRE

Cbjective: Situation identification.

INSTRUCTIONS: You deCide tgwalk backstage after the Show. As you walk
around, you see all the costumes of the aCtors. ,You look at the different
costumes and 'decide to try oneon. Now relate_ the,experience.of what hap-
Pened.to you. and What you did. Identify and:describe those costumes. which
you wanted to try-On but rejected for.the one you finally chose. Then
describe the costdme you.put on in detail.. Then tell how,you felt and
looked after you put itoon. (Function and feeling.) 'Then tell what.your
experience was after yOu tOok it off. ,It may help you to think about
the fantasy, in your Mind,first in the present. Relax an0 take sothe tiMe to
do this quietly:by yourself. Then relate it using the past..

'While your fantasy is,still fresh in...your mind,-use the space below to ,

record the information in written form so that,you don't frget essential,
elements that may be helpful'to you in later exerdises in his lesson4,

2 4



, Worksheet A BACKSTAGE AT THE THEATRE

Objective: Classifcation

Vurpose: Tb help the student (1) understand the sense used in perception,
(2) forM poncepts easier by grouping words under different major
concepts which are listed below, (3) be able to quickly select .

and choose only those words which are relevant to the main idea
in later exercises.

INSTRUCTIONS: Read oVer your journal entry for this lesson. Place.major
wordsland phrases in the most appropriate column below: Be sure you have
at :least five (5) words or phrases in each colump. There.is anew column
on this worksheet, time..In this colUilin list,the words that relate to time.
such as after, before,'Tirst, then, etc. in the same order they occured in'
your'fantasy. .

IDENTITY SEWING NDVEMENT FUNCTTON

4

25
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Worksheet A
1

BACKSTAGE AT THE THEATRE

INSTRUCTIONS: People use different senses to perceive the world. Look
oVer yOur fantasy and list your perceptions in the.columns below. If the

categories cause you to generate new data, include it here also.

VISUAL
sight

TACTILE
touch

AUDITORY
hearing

OLIFACTORY
smell

GUSTATORY
taste

0

2 6

KINESTHETIC ORGANIC
muscle strain internal

sensati*



Obj ect ive :

Purpose:
\,

Worksheet B BACKSTAGE AT THE THEATMh

Simple chronological organization _and storytelling.

One strategy in writing is the use of the narrative forTI for
storytelling which you used in your fantasy and in the journal
entry. One organitational pattern common to storytelling is
--chronologj.cal (time-sequenced). This worksheet will help you
understand the-use of the simplegchronologcal pattern.'

INSTRUCTIONS: Outline the fantasy in complete sentences according to what
Occured first, and then second, and then:third,..etc.

1. .

2.

6.

7.

7)

2 7



Worksheet B
1

BACKSTAGE AT THE THEATRE

INSTRUGAONS: List each sentence from Wbrksheet B on a separate card. Mix
up the cards and give them to a partner. The partner then reorganizes the
cardsin a chronological sequence. Check to see if,your partner's se-
quencing is the same as the one in your original fantasy. .Record notes
of this experience on this sheet or on the Personal Notes Sheet for Lesson #2.

2 8



Object-

purpc7.,-

INSTRUC
is. pose ._Lit

descrir
you lt
you
that pa:
as you r
fantasy
wOrkshe::

conflict.
summary,
ment.

Now outli-

simple c
your
skills c
interesi.,

descri
TTON, 7.=
In th(

-I. In---

II. Body

Worksheet C BACKSTAGE AT THE THEATRE

tive form, chronological organizaton and reorganization
thback).

gorksheet B you used a simple chronological organization pat-
'77, simple time sequencing. In _this worksheet you will try a

-2rent pattern that involves-changing the normal chronological
?nce- by changing the actNal order of.events to achieve a more
estIng effect.

over your journal entry for this lesson. Notice that it
-eak up the narrative (story) into different parts. Your
_e theatre and the things in it make up the setting. When-

le different costumes trying to 'decide which one yod:wanted,
faced with a conflict. When you put on the different-costumes,
story was the climax (main event). The'feelings you had
on is an important part of'the climax; Underline it in your
you don't forget it when you are doing the exercise in this
-a you finally chose one of the costumes, you resolved your
part of the story is called the denouement (resolution) In
_Its of the narrative are: settino*, conflict, climax, denoue-

r fantasy using the parts of the narrative and fc 1oi a
:ical sequence. Use the space bel-7,15 for your outli -. Introduce
:y.telling where you are in time and space: settin-:. Use you
-NL DESCRIPTION, SIMILE and DEPAE-CR to stimulate audience
ne Body, follow the simple chron logical pattern so that you
nflict and climax. Use your ski1:3 of DOMINANT MOOD DESCRIP-
-d METAPHOR -so communicate the feeling you had at the climax.
on, bring e-.-erything to an end wh the denodment.

III. Conclusion

2 9



Worksheet C_
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Worksheet .1

Part':
BAC AT TEL

Ob,Jec 'Carr arison usin,s: simile.

Purpc To -elp the student develo =ales to express 17hterna1 rnctional

st;.- es by Tr2lci.n7: comparison: -7 e:tternal situa ons, oh,ects or
ts.

ook at Worksheet A. Cho7:57- TWO words for objects which do
not siae-_, tc I% ate tb eaah other or see7 -.-ery far apart fn meaning. Talke

thE twc, -_.7.om different columns (ITT= Cram the feel_mgs colum').
For :-'72--"M.17.: .imay choose words such .2, "coat" and "wate.7'."

Nov.- lords ir snort senter.:. hich relates them Logically or
jrite th- se-i'-ence in th:.= space below. For example, 71-le

wor -J. "water ma oe joined _h the senten.: mEte water --Jas

dri7pir.lz 07. coat."

Thik abco_. 7 it feel_ to o .Ln'the situation you e created.with. you:-

sen:enice. ..7.2=TIFY wit: one sf the cOje:7s. (How dc it feel td be a.
coat-, W:1:117 dripping on in': The coat may feel heitiry, damp, Cold,
Just "How would T feel were the c.ject in the sitaticn?"

fee_ing below.

7ou expemience the same feeling.as (Tibr.,exaMble, you

might f -.-y when y:u drfnk too much.) Write' your sittzation in the spase
beloy

4. tua=h:

Now wr_ simile (coaparisc- using ,he words like as) which compares
your f---L1 i-7. and situation tc the ob-ect in :he situation you created

For ex=tie, ou may say something L._:e "I feel as hes.-7y as a coat wit
water ori-ppi:1- on it when I drink tc much." or "When drink too much,
feel as ..tteav: as a coat wi:h water a. :ming on it." Th' form Includes:
"1 feel (feeLing from #3) 1:_ke/as (., in situation from when (your
situation fr2.72 #4). Write :Tour simile the space below.

5. sene with simile:



--Worksheet. D

Part II

INSTRUC11ONS: Follow the same steps for_
simply outlined are:

1. choose two disparate (unrelated) wc=77:-=

2. write a sentende which logically ref_a_

3. what is the feeling inherent in the
4. when would you experience the sare fec
5. write a simile using your feeling (=3)

is compared to the object in the si7Lua.' f'

1. word pair:

2. sentence:

3. feeling:

4. situation for you:

5. sentence with simile:

HAL:STAGE M THE THEATRE

wor'd pairs. The steps

--:17-1 you created in #2?

:s in 77'.13?

7our sftuation (#4) which.
12).

1. word pair:

2. sentence:

3._feeling:

4. situation for you:

5. sentence with simile:

1. word pair:

2. sentence:-.

3. feeling:.

4. situation for you:
,

5. sentence with simile:

1. word pair:

2. sentence:

3. feeling:

4. situation for you:

5. sentence.withsimile:
32



=.113TRUCTTONS: Write pa ards a few of'
as cmtexts fr you:. f.eelir3:s 7Ive than to a
7.7bat feeling he.rshe . within.-the sar--

you draw frtrn ? Tliecord your
Personn1 Notes fc2:' #2.

3 3

OKSTAGE AT THE 777-__ATFE

ations you c oz
who will the

:iaT.S. What cc:
=teet or Dn



.:.--ective: Develop:7.-w-

- To helr:

feelinT
allift in

staneir:
meanin.

'qtrksheet E

Fart I
PACKSTAGE AT :a

-stud:Ent :-eyelop metaphor which Coins obCect and
-tatie student to perform one type of c-n-:ative

par cf speech functions; to aid in the under-
cc f_nh-rent relat --nsnip between context and

a: :2ksheet Choos- Two words which do not seem to
taeachother Lte far apart ccing. Take the.words from

d.:_ff:erent columns an: ,h7. te them int 7E2E: provided below. (For example,
.y,:iLL.may choose words -:;(2: "coa--' F magician.")

L. -,7d-2d

use the two words _ a simple sent:.-e tdc.:.-1 relates them or
cdtJaett,7p71y Write i- .71 the space 1:)w. (Fc2 example, the Wc7rt:
ahd "aagisian" n-ay be =ihed in the se: 2n "The magioian transfcrmeL
tte ::71at into El rabbit

sentence:

Ntr select one of the ACI7is from you wor7 aair and IDENTIFY with it _Ln the
sit:uation you created 2y your sentence. rite below the feelinZ you have az
ycu imagine that you -re one of those words in the situation. For examle,
if :cu select "coat, may experience the feeling of ''fear;' or if you

'cian," -tu ma-7 experience a LeelinF.. of "power.")'

T. feelng. WC7d3 you iden-Lified with:

Jot:- the x'eelin: ;;:th 7.7t. wort :7U. identff' .7:ith to form a silbiAe sentence.
Take the feelir: cr, ct an-i the oble- roe verb. (For example, 'Tea:-
hat:.t." or "Pcwar -(1Otc that ydu.miit change the noun to an 2_77-r).-

-car.i=e verb

simple 'feeling as subject; tje:,-, as verb):

Tow think

,

7:2:WrZ..7

when the event Lit #4 could occur. Asking yhen,
cl' 7-ut the simple sentence will help you find a situation
(F(-7 ==ie,."When does fear cnat? Where does fear coat? How

If it is absPlut ... impossible to find a situation,
#1 and sti:t. with a nei,lword

situation:

Now H-At your simp1 f7r,777 Y!! V ';61.1r situation
to ee a met4i _;oa-- the p. -e when there is a bomb on hoard."
uP u':c.oier tricks the ..)pressed giyf c their rignts")

5. metanhor:



Worksheet E
Part II

3ACKSTAGE AT THE THEAthm

InST7.UCILONS: Folio: :he aame steps for other =TT, pairs. The stens sirply
outlined are:

1. choose tmx words.
2. write a 7.- te logicall, 7e1ates them.
3. what is t f 4hen you :cler.tify wi - one-of the ob,fects in

your sent 'E

h. write a Ea...4)1_ sirnce with the feelinc: the subject and the
object az the

5. think 6f a Sf7 _:fJ when the event in t2e sirmle sentence 441,
could occr. when, where, h3W, what atout the sentence to
deterrrdne a contat.

6. Ihrite a retaphar ty joining the si7ple se:-en2e ano the context.

1. 4crd pair:

2. sentence:

3. feeling: word 'you identifLed

14
. sirple sent,

5. situation (=mext::

metapr:

2. word pair:

sentenc=-:

faaLin: word you idenm=et

=I= -ente: ,e:

E. rretaphor:

wor pair-

c. sec encE:

feel , word you j fL with:

4- 3irt-21e sentence:

5. sit.aation (context):

6. me=phor:

3 5



Woricsheet
-1

INSTRUCTIONS: Emhange with a partner a few of yor
other netaphors statements wh:iCh convey,similar
partner know that you understood hfs/her metaphor.
'stand his/her metaphor, help your partner' create a
some of the new metaphors on this sheet, and record
perience cm the PersonP1 Notes Sheet for Lesson #2.

BACITTAM AT TI-E THEATEL,

ar metaphors. Write
meaning to let your
If you do not under-
new metaphor. Put
notes of your ex-



Importance of Context or Situation to
Meaning and Perception. -;

I. In order to analyze and create Meaningful contexts, it-is important
70 ask purposeful questions-such as how, when, why, where, who, or
-,Tnat. The answers to these questions aid us in documenting our per-
aeptions and meanings..

II. Statements Without meanfhgfUl contexts often lead to mi'sunderstandings
and arguments. Lack of documentatiOn inhibits'the sharing of meaning
through verbal concepts.- Meaning occurs between people.-

21:. Some common mdsundertanding arise from:

1. differences in perception of. Self.

_2. differences in perception ofobjects and events.

3. not recognizing change which'results from a passage of time..
(I. ant not the same person today as I Was yesterday.)

4. influences of labels oh perception. (He is a man; therefore,
he is strong.)

5. influences of our changing emotional states On perception.

37



Self-Awareness #2

HOW I Shib ME, HOW YOU Shh ME Roles ard Personal Uniqueness

Conflict can result if there is a marked difference in your perception
of yourself and the perception that others have Of you. The difference
in perception can be quite enlightening as youbegin to develop a self
concept and communicate in:different roles with different listeners. How
I see me may not be how you see me. The impressions that otherShave of
you can-influence the acceptance or suCcess of your message when you try
-to communicate.- Tb check the difference in perception you will (1) fill
out the form for yourself;'(2) another person in class who does not know
you will fill out the form about you; (3) you will have a good friend
fill out the form About you. Then you will compare the perceptions on
all three forms.

Each item below represents a characteristic that could be used to describe
a person. For each item,put an X-on the scale in the position that repre-
sents yourself.

I THINK-I AM:

friendly not frienaly

talkative - not talkative

liberal canservative

popular not popular

smart not so smart

active passive

idealistic practical

deviant conforhist

self-confident --- not self-confident

hard-working not hard-working

religious not religious

good-liiking not good looking

leader -follower,

suctessfUl unsuccessful

athletic --- not athletic

3 8



Form for a Friend of Yours Who Knows You Well to Fill Out

Tb help a friend of yours check out-the accuracy of his/her self-perception,
please complete this form. Be as honest as possible. Your perception will
be compared with reactions from another source. Fill in the person's nane
at the top of the scale.

I MINK , IS :

friendly

talkative

liberal

popular

smart

active

idealistic

deviant ---

not friendly

not-talkative-

conservative

not popular

not so smart

Passive

Practical

conformist

self-confident --- --- --- not self-confident

hard-working' --- ___ ___ --- not hard-working

religious --- --- not religious ,

good-looking --- not good-looking

leader ___ ___ --- follower

successful ___ --- unsuccessfUl

athletic --- not athletic

3 9



Form for Another Matber of the Class-..lho Doesn't Know You to Pill Out

Tohelp another rember of the class check the accuracy of his/her-self-
beroeption , please complete this form. For each item, put an X on the
scale in the pcsition that best represents the other student. Fill in
.that person's name in the blank at the top of _the scale. Do not sign the
'form.

--- not: friendly

7 Ikative --- not talkative

liberal ---,--- --- conservative

popular -- not'popular

smart =-- not so smart

active --- -passive

idealistic -- practical

deviant --- 'conformist

self-confident --- not, self-confident

hard-workiru ---- not-hard-working

religious --- not icligious

,mod-looking --- not good-looking

leader follower

successfUl unsuccessfUl

athletic --- not athletic



PMSENTATION #2

Storytelling (3-5 minutes)

Select some event that has actually happened or Create One with your imagin-
°ation and be prepared to tell it to the'cIass-. The story should be between.
3-5 minutes. YoU should try to evoke the specific response of happiness or'
sadness from your audience. Use the organization of-straight chronological
or re-arranged chronological-. Pay close attention tO the patterns of arrange-
bent. in Worksheets B and G.

You want to express your story so that your audience can identify with the
situation, so that they can\be there and feel thinga with you. Try partic-
ulai, appeals, to.all the senses to help the audiencea form'images in the mind
from:the wOrds you use. Making comparisons between events Unfamiliar to the
:audience Witivevents familiarto the:audience throughthe use of similes is
°extremely helpful here. The use of metaphor'will also help to channel the
.specIfic meaning potential Of.Words to triggpr respOnse from.:-the audience.

Again, try to invOlve the audience in your story by appealing to all the
senses.



-PERSONAL NOTE SHEET FOR TRSSON #2
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USSON #3 PREPARATION

In this lesson you.will bepresented with a "what if,..?" situation. You
will begin by assundng a set of circumstances from which various effects
may occursome of which may be possible, others of Which probable or
impossible.

The categories for classification used in this'lesSon are ACTIONS FEELINGS,

INTENTIONS, and PERCEPTIONS. These headings are used to describe utterance
types. An action statement is one which expresses what is being done or
what is happening. An intention statement is one in which desire, wish, or
plan for action is expressed. A perception,statement is one in wtrich infor-
mation gathered through the senses is expressed. A feeling statement is
one in which emotions or internal states are expressed.

The,cause-effect strategy of thinking which is used in speaking and problem
solution is-developed in this lesson. A number of different ways of using
this strategy as well as pitfalls related to its use will be. explored. This
fantasy is important for helping clarify, and be aware of some of the major
types of conflicts which you face. You also explore some of the factbrs
which prevent or stop you from taking action. in certain situations. All
in all, the exercises are designed to help you learn more about yourself
and the world around yqu and to make you more active in expressing all the
different influences which surround each event.

4 3



JoUrnal Entry A FAMILY PICNIC

INSTRUCTIONS:. While you are stillthinking about47our oral fantasy, use
the space below to record a,writtearecord for use in later exercises as

/ .weli as for your own personal information.

-

Imagine that you are at a Picnic with yOur family_and that each member turned
into an animal-. Blescribe.ach member and 116W:you relate to themlin that ex-
perience. Useyour skills/of description t6 accurately describe:each animal,
wfiat they are doing and/What they want t6 do. Do not overlook the feelings -

each animal experiences: .If you neglected to focus on any of these elements
when you did'the fantaSy orally,-take/Some t and let your mina wander
and focus on the neglected elements.,/ Theh, cone back to the pap' r and ,

.record your experiepce. . ,

Your first senten6e will be: "If I were at a picnic with my family and each
one of us turned into a ,differeht animal, I would be...."

.r

.$ -



Worksheet.A A FAMILY PICNIC

Objectiv, :lassification

Purpose: 3p heIp.the student become more aware of (l)how individual
utterances relate to form various broader cohcepts and (2).'
roles each utterance plays in different situations or con7
texts by employing different points of emphasis.

INSTRUCTIONS: This worksheet is different from the other Worksheet A's
found. in previous lessons. In each column place.utterances which best
.eonform to the type listed.

FEELINGS ACTiONS. I INTENTIONS PERCEPTIONS



Worksheet Al A FAMILY PICNIC

INSTRUCTIONS: Now focus on one animal and look at all the feeling and
intentiOn statements that animal expressed. Write them.in the spaces
.provided below. Then lopk at all the action statements. See if any
actions carried out the-intentionS:Of feelings of the animal. If they,
did, put those action statements in the other column next to the inten-
tibns or feelings they fulfill.. Note all the intentions which are un-
fulfilled,- all the actions whiCh seemir717 lack an explicit intention,
and all the actions which are seemingly 7:esults of feelings. LOok at
the exaMple for clarificatiOn.

FEELINGS INTENTIONS ACTIONS

. --(lion feels angry)

(rabbit wants to-gp intz
garden)-

..i_Lon is killing)

(rabLlts steal carrots),

Create "because" sentences with the act:i statementS that have an expressed
feeling or intention. (Example: "The licfl is'killing because.he feels angry."
or "The liorifeels angry because he is 1c111ing." Another example: "The rabbit
want to gointO the garden because rabb_L;s steal carrots." orYiRabbits steal
carrots.because they want to go into ga-_77i.Eins.:")

It is necessary to-remember that all.eve:Its or phenomena are effects of
"somethings and causes of others. 'Ihe order in which you focus on events
determines whether the specific event'should be labeled a cause-or an effect

BECAUSE SENTENCES:

1.

2.

4.

5.

4 6



Worksheet B A FAMILY PICNIC

Objective: Cause and effect organization

PurpOse: To help the-student analyze and use cause and effect organiza-
tional pattern which has appliCation for both informative and

. ,

persuasive speaking,

INSTRUCTIONS: Your journal entry for this _esson narrates what would

happen if all the members of your famil- turned into animals while
you were at a picnic. Many of the statem3nts began with "if" and fin-
ished with "then;" the "if" part of the 3entence makes uP the causal
phrase and the "then" part makes up the ,effect. For example, "If the
horse eats too much (CAUSE), then it would feel sick (EFFECT)." Choosi,

one statement from your fantasy with an if then relationship. r no

statements follow that exact form, choose an effect and give a:

cause. Write it below.

If
(cause) (effect)

Outline one 17,aLn point for -7E.ressage 'sc/4iting effect_in your

sentenceatove. DescrThe :..eftilay usinE, sup=tive.detai'. To

-increase the c: 7C lescriptim,try to use the. slalk-, acquired .

in the prevfou:. _essonz.

I. EFFECT



Worksheet B
1

A FAMILY PICNIC

INSTRUCTIONS: Now:present your message which describes the effect in
detail to a partner. See if your partner can determine.a probable cause
for that effect List:pl,obable causes on this sheet and record notes
of yOur experience,in th exercise on the Person Notes Sheet.for Lesson #3.

PROBABLE CAUSFS'

1.

2.



Object:17e:

Purpose:

Worksheet C A FAMTIX PICNIC

Cause and effect reasoning in problem-solution oTganizational
ttern.

To help the student focus on problems and conflicts using cause
and effect reaSoning within a 7roblem-solution pattern of organ-
ization.

INSTRUCTIONS: Imagine that the grcup of mimals in your fantasy is suddenly
beset.by a terrible problem: the mainan....7.1a1 or provider of a.central, vital'
function ds stricken with a fatal contagous isease. (Example: The protector
lion or tite nurturin,7 cow contracts Roc1c Mountain -Spotted Fever.)

Write in the space p:77ov1ded the exact'problem you've chosen for your
animal fantasy.

PROBLEM:

Outline the main points of your fantasy below, viewing the problem as
an effect. Describe t in detail in Part I of the outline. Pay attention
to settihg, feelings, and perceptions. Descriptidh of causes is your
second main point. In Part III suggest possible solutions in relation
to the problem and causes. Fourth, select the best solution and fifth,
decide how you will Put the solution into aczion to solve the problem.

4

I. Description of Problem (effect):.

II. Description of Causes:

III. Possible Solutions:

IV. Best Solution (reasons why in'relation to I., II. and III):

I.

,-, V. How.to put the solutiOn into.action:



Workshet A FAMILY PICNIC.

INSTRUGIIONS: Share your probie f. tasy with a partner. Try to follow
the problem-solution organizational p tern as you communicate the in-
formation to your partner. Then choos one fantasy to focus on (yours

or his/hers). You and your partner now hould try to generate or create
,a real-life situation in which a similar oroblem presents itself. Qut-
line this real problem in the problem-sol ng organizational pattern.
After you have described the problem and th posEible causes, work in-
dividually for a few minutes to list as rapio y as possible as many
solutions as you can. Brainstorm, i.e. list anything and everything that
,comes to mind no matter how fantastic it seems Then gpt back together
with your partner and decide whi:h is the best possible solution from
both your lists. Finally, determine how to put the best solution into
action. Put'your outline on this paper and record not6s about the ex-
ercise on the Personal Nttes Sheet.

I. Problem:_

II. Causes:

III, Solutions:

IV. Best Solution:

V. Putting it into Action:

5 0



Worksheet D A FAMILY PICNIC

Objective: Literal comparisons using similes.

Purpose: To help the student express abstract feelings and wOrds by
making comparisons to concrete, identifiable objects.

INSTRUMONS: The comparisons in this exercise relate to Worksheet A-
in which you classified utterances under one category fdr feeling state-
ments. Take one feeling ffom one of the statements and write it on the
line provided below. Then list various concrete objects, absoultely ,
anything you can touch or see in the space provided.

FEELING: OBJECTS:

No make similes using the form:.:f-feel as(feeling)T as (object)

that (reason for the feeling) For.example, if the feeling is
"frustrated" and the Object is-"squirrel," you may, say "I. feel-as frustrated
as the Squirrel that couldn't crack open the nut.." Note that reason for

feeling, is another way of getting an-appropriate:context for the simile.

2.

3.

Try it with other feelings and objects:

FEELING: OBJECT:

SIMILES: 1.

FEELING:

G.

SEULES: 1.

OBJECT:

2.*

3-

Comparisons in tne form
terms of the knovir,. :n
an g,2nflicts.

ofsimLles 7an
expressinp; fr.':erna2

of cnmLT'l

expiain
,z1onal states

unKnown. in

feelings

-.,ryable helps' 1



, Worksheet D1 A FAMILY PICNIC

INSTRUCTIONS:. Choose one simile which accurately describes something you'
have experienced at some point in your life. Look.at that simile as a
description of an EFFECT. What were the Causes of that effect?

CAUSE(S):

5 2



Worksheet E
Part I

A FAMILY PICNIC

Objective:,Development of similes and metaphors from two word combinations
that are opposition (opposite inmeaning).

purpose: To help t e'student develop similes and metaphors for establish-
ing associations to expand and clarify meaning in a powerful.and
creative'manner.

INSTRUCTIONS: ChooSe two different feelingsfram your fantasy which appear
to be opposite. *rite them in:the space below. (Fbr example, ."confUsed"
and "clear)

1. feeling 4ord pair with opposite meaning:

Now pair th /Words so that the first word.in the pair, will be an adjective
modifying the second word-which must be written in the noun form. Choose
an. order Whioh you like. (For eXample; "clear confUsioni" or "confused clarity")
Think aboui the possibility of the pair making sense.. When would it be pos-
sible to have such a word pair? What situation would be desbribed by the
word pair?

2. word pair in chosen order:

What is the\relationship betweenthe pair..in the order you chose? (Fbr
example; "clear confusion" would show that the confUSiOn was obvicus:)

3. relatidnship:

What iS a situation in Which you.have this feeling: (For example, you may
feel clearly confused when you are faced with a number of ecinally.tempting
desserts.)

4. situation:

NOw write a sentence which combines the Word pair arid the situation. Use
the fOilm: I feel (word pair) . When (situation)

5. sentence:

NOw create a. metaphor by using the form: (word pair) + (action word)
(situation) . Fbr eXample, you may write,."Clear confUsion

paralzes ue when I am offered two tempting desSerts."

6. sentence with metaphOr:

p.

53



Worksheet E
Part II

A FAMILY PICNIC

INSTRUCTIONS:(Follow the same steps for three other word pairs tb form
two word oppoSitions into sentences to .produce similes and metaphors.

oppbsition word pair for feelings:

dhosen word,order:,

relationship between word pair:

situation :

sentence containing word pair and situation:

sentence with metaphor:

opposition word pair for aCtions:

choSen word order:

relationship between word pair;

situation:

sentence containing word.pair and situation:

sentence with metaphor:

opposition word pair for sense perceptions:

chosen word order; .

relationship between word pair:

siv,lat4on:

sentence containing word pair and situation:

sen1Lence with metaphor:



Worksheet El A FAMILY PICNIC

:INSTRUU2iONS: Share your metaphors with a partner. In order to see if
your message is clarified by the metaphors, ask your partner to restate
your intended message in his/her oWn words. Record notes on the Personal
Notes Sheet for Les.son #3.

Chosen metaphors:

Partner's restatements:

-a-Mk -



Self-Awareness #3

INSTRUCAIONS: Make a list of all the things you intend or want to do today. -

At the end of the day list the actions taken in relation to your intentions.
In column 3, wrTte "I want" or "You .should" next to those things which seeth
appropriate for such an introductory remark.

INTENTIONS ACTIONS "I WANT" or "YOU SHOULD"

,

_.

Counting up the "shoulds" will give you some idea of what influences or causes
your actions.

5 6



Flow-Chart for Problem Solving Discussion

no -Dv
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Presentation #3

PROBLEMr-SOLVING DISCUSSION AND SYMPOSIUM FORUM

Plan a symposium-forum discussion focusing on a contemporary social
problem. Select a topic of common interest, problems you really want to
deal with. Your teacher will help people with common interests get to-
gether. TO help your teacher, think about three (3) most important
social problers to you which you would like to investigate. Write these

on a piece of paper. Fbllow the flow-chart as a guide to the applica-\
tion of the problem-solution format in group'discussion. .This should
be used in your small group to resolve the problem.

Then, once you have core to a decision, plan a symposium to share
your information with your audience. Each member should present a
short three (3) minute informative statement relating to one aspect
of the topic. After every member of the panel has presented their
statement, open up the discussion for questions and participation from
your audience. The chairperson-of the group should direct the questions.
in the forum session.

58
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Peronal Notes Sheet for Lesson #3

5 9



LESSON, #4 PREPARNIION

The fantasy in this lesson is concerned with the future. It involves
both situation identification and object identification. In this lesson
you will be asked to clarify some of your values and you may find your-
self in a situation which involves some personal risk as you clarify and
support your values. As you think, speak, and chaRge in the future,
you will become aware that values and beliefs are uniaue to the individ-
ual and vary within different situations. Many day to day conflicts in
communication stem from the fact that individupls fail to recognize
that all people place different values on different objects or events.
Values, in turn, are determined by the.satisfaction of one's needs and
wants. In this Workbook, the process of identifcation employed in all
the fantasies helps you put yourself in the place of your audience to
understand their values and beliefs in the situation.

Exercises such as the ones in this lesson are useful for developing
skills in persflasion and argumentation. Values clarification is im-
portant since a clear decision needs to be made before you begin to
develop support for your position. The skills you have learned in the
previous lessons will also help you in the clarification process as well
as the actual argument.

6 0



-Journal Entry EVACUATI'DN-

INSTRUCTIONS: Imagine that you are forced to gO to a new land from which

there is no return; you will live there and cannot return to your present

environment. You must decide what and where this new land is, how jou

get there, and what you will take with you. You can only take one small

suitcase with you so select your items carefUlly.

Indentify_ with some of the rajor items that you plan to take; become

each object, describe yourself as the object, and then tell why that object

should be taken instead of another. That means, consider flinction as well

as identity. For example, "I.am a pair of shoes, and if you take me, I

will provide...." Your first sentence will be: "I'm going to a new land...."

After presenting your fantasy orally,.use the space below to take a written

record so you can refer to it from time to time.

t31



WOrksheet A EVACUATION

Objective: Classification

Purpose: Tb help the student (1) further develop skills of.focusing on
relevant detailsfor support in argumentation and (2) practice
skills of-concept formation.

INSTRUCTIONS: Az you read over your journal entry, classify the words in
the proper column below. Note that the headings are somewhat different
from the previous lessons. In this exercise, the object column is to be
your glide; everything else is related to it. 1) List the objects that
you considered taking on your journey in the column on the left side.
2) Put the words or phrases that refer to each object on the line beside
it, under the proper heading. (The NEEDS column is explained more fully
in the Key Concepts section of your text.) Look at the example for clari
fication. Ibody needs

OBJECT -IDENTITY FUNULLON Nt7D -SATISFIED a

(socks). (blue,

.wool,
soft)

(warmth,

covering,
protection)

ove

(safety)
belon;

f esteem
self

actnali!

..

.

,

.

6 2
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Worksheet Al EVACUATION

INSTRUULLONS: Give alternate functions for the items you chose tc take.
T3e. unconventional. Afterall, socks are great ear warmers. After you
complete your list, share it with a partner to see if even more alter-
native functions can be generated for each item. Put your list on this
page.

Alternative functions:

r.

6 3



Worksheet B --EVACUATION

Objective: Simple argument form and organization of argument.

Purpose: Tb help the student take a choice between different objects
and support the choice by listing reasons and explanations.

INSTRUCTIONS: Consider all the items you plan to take with you in your
suitcase and list them below in the order of-ilaportance to you. If
suddenly it became imposSible to take everything, what would you take
first, second, etc.?

1.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4 9.

5. 10.

List below the reasons why you chose item #1 to be-the most important:

A.

B.

C.

The simp]-st orgari pattern .for argument is listing reasons. In
order to support your own ideas and to persuade OthEr'L; agree with you,
it is helpfUl to be able to explain 7our reaE,on_ iu relation to the item

"selected. Now 0177E777 a shor -,p1F4.-ng your reasohs.INTRODUCE your
messa..c, with a (...:3ar purpose anU review the background conditions
as 71 the ran?..ing of the otjects.(Narr ',Me fantasy is very use-
ful for. reviewing back7rmnd and p Idstmrs v:c11 as for stimulating in-
terest. Provide an overview of what is coming by listing the:three reasons
which you are going to develop in the body. In the BODY, develop each reason
as a separate main point. And finally CONCLUDE by summarizinz the reasons and
asking your listener(s) to agree with you. Use the space below for your out-
line. Tb determine whether the reasons support the objects in realtion to the
criteria you states, present your mini-speech to a partner.

I. Introduction:

II. Body:

III. Conclusion:

AS A MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS, it might be usefUl to have your listener(s)
rank your items before and after the speech td determine if they agree with
you and if there is any change; or you might have your listener(s) fill out
an attitude scale of agree or disagree, before and after. A seven point scale
is workable, sudh as: agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disagree
This can be done orally if you have a small audience of two or three.

6 4



Worksheet B1 EVACUATION

INSTRUCTIONS: It turns out that you are being allowed to take four (4)
other people with you to the new land. However, it is clear that your
survival will depend solely on you and your companions. Whom will you
take and why? List your new companions on this page along with your
reasons.



Worksht C EVACUATION

Objective:_ Concession and comparative advantage as argament form.

Purpose: To help the student develop a procedure of inquiry and or-
rlanization for the argument form based on give and take and
the comparative merits of ideas.

INSTRUC:flONS: Look at your ranking in 1.7Iorksheet B.Select two iters which
are ranked at least two points apart, such as 1 and 3, 2 and 5, etc. Then
compare their value on a stated criterion using the prompt categories of
identity, fUnction, setting, and feeling as well as other relevant con-
cepts to serve.as a guide for coli4Jav1son. First state your criterion,
i.e. background reason for making the comparison, e.g. "I am taking:a
trip and I can only take a few things so I must decide between two dif-
ferent items." Then conduct your investigation to clnrify the values in
relation to the background criteria.

-Background reason for comparison:

CLKPARISON QtESTIONS
ITEM #1 ITEM #2

.

(identity: what is its size
and weight?)

(may be heavy
and large - )

(may be small
and heavy.)

(Each of your con-pan:son questions can be turned into a reason to support

yo..:r decision.)

vo-- thPss st2ttc7c-r.t. Folicw the fol!:1

:.2.717; C:=1:12N: cf lower is

= any value ray be u.F.,,d), (it cf ra.01.:) is valuable

v= as in the frst pal': of tn.,- .-,entence), -zECAUSE (list your reasons

fl.am tne comparison of items above.)

To practice developing one-point arguments following the pattern of conces-
sion and comparative advantage, follow the pattern below.
I=DUCTION of Argument: (1) background statement (2) concession thesis
FLDY: dev.alcpment of reasons listed in thesis statement

surrary of reasons

Use the space below t.) outline an argument in this form and then present it
to a partner to see how effective yoU are.
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Worksheet C
1

EVACUATION

INSTRUOLLONS: Practice concession with a partner by first 2etting together
and listing ten (10) things which are important to either or both of you.
Then separateand rank the list in order of importance to you. Get back
together and relate the order by naking concession statements with com-
parative advantage where appropriate. For examnle, you my have health
as 1/1 and your partner may have sex as #1. Your concession statement
would te: "Although sex is important, health is more important because
if you're not in good health, you don't enjoy doing anything else."

Your list:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Concessions statements:
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Worksheet D
Part I

Objective: Use of similes

EVACUATION

Purpose: TO express ieelings and values by comparison to objects in
different situations and to demonstrate that the value of
an object changes with the situation.

,INSTRUMONS: This exercise relates to Worksheet A in which you classified
objects in terms of fUnction, identity, and need. Choose two words from
Worksheet A, one from the object column and ore from the fUnction column.
Write theM in the ;lace belui:.

1. object function

Now use the two words in a complex sentence tnat joins the object and the
function with a situation. POI, example, the words "sock" and warmth" may
be joined in the sentence: "The socks keep your feet warm when it's cold."

2. sentence

Now what is the value of the object in the particular situation in the sen-
tence you have just written above? (FOr example, "when it's cold" the,value
of the sock may be usefUl, necessary, etc..)

3. value

Now write a simile which compares your feeling to the value of the object
in the situation. Make a simile using the form: I feel as (VALUE) as
(OBJECT)in the situation you created in #2. For exanple, "I feel as useful.
as a pair of socks when it's cold."

4. sentence with simile

The value of an object will usually change with the situation. Now think of
a situation which would be just the opposite of the one you wrote in your
sentence in #2 above. Write a sentence with the sare object and fUnction
but with a situation just the opposite of the one above. For example, "The
socks keep your feet warm when it's very hot."

5. sentence with opposite situation

What is the value of the object in the new situation? If the object was
useful before, it will probably be useless; if the value was necessary,
it will probably be unnecessary. Write\the new value in the space below.

6. value

Now write a newssimile with the new value and the opposite situation. Fbr
example, "I feel as unnecessary as a pair of socks keeping your feet warm
when it's very hot."

7. sentencle with simile witS new value and situation

6 8



Worksheet D
Part II

EVACUA ION

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the space below to play with*creating sirnles by changing
values and situations in realtion the object. The steps imply outlined

are
1. choose an ob'ect and one function
2. write a sentence which joins'the object and function with a situation
,3. what is the value of the object in the situation in #g?
4. write a simile: I feel as value as object in situation.
5. Write a sentence which joins object and function and opposite situation
6. what is the value of the object in the new situation?
7. write a simile with the new value and the new situation: I feel as

new value as object in new situation.

Object 1:
Sentence:
Value:
Sentence with simile:
Sentence with opposite situation:

newsituation:
Sentence With simile:

.FUnction:

Object 2:
Sentence:
Value:
Sentence with simile:
Sentence with opposite situation:

Function: ]

Value in-new situation:
Sentence with simile

Object 3:
Sentence:
Value:
Sentence with simile:
Sentence with opposite situation:

Function:

Value in new situation:
Sentence with simile':

Object 4: Function:
Sentence:
Value:
Sent nce with simile:
Sente ce with opposite situation:

Value n.new situation:
Sentence with simile:.



Worksheet D
1

EVACUATION

INSTRUMONS: Give three (3) situations in which you have felt most im
portant and three (3) where you have fPlt the opposite. See if you can

deduce the reasons for your feelings. Which situation, in fact, did you

feeltest in? Check them in rea1tion to,Maslow!s need hierarchy. Which
need state is reflected in that choice? Do you feel that is a true state
ment, about you? Record your reflections below.

.
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Worksheet E EVACUATION

'Objective: Development of similes with metaphors

Purpose: Tb help the student expand the knowledge of meaning potential
in words by the use of comparisons using similes with metaphors.

INSTRUCTIONS: Choose one object and one function word from your list in
Worksheet A. Join them with the word of and write them below. Example:

"sock of protection."

1. word pair: of .

(object) (fUnction)

What is-the feeling in the word.pair you%have just chosen? Example: "a
sock of protection" may feel. comforting.

2. feeling.:

Whatis a situation in which you might experience the same feeling? Example:
"when a.mother is holding a sick child."

3. situation:

Now write a simile which follows the form: OBJECT OF FUNCTION is as FEELING
as SIMILAR SITUATION which creates same feeling for you. Example: "The sock
of protection is as comforting as a mother who is holding a sick child."

14
. sentence with simile:

Now follow the same steps to form other comparisons using similes.

word Pair: of
--feeling:
situation:
sentence with simile:

word pair:
feeling:
sittation:
sentence with simile:

of

/Wc:Ird pair:
. feeling:

.situation:
sentence with simile:,

of



///

Worksheet E
1

EVACUATION

INSTRUCTIONS: The way you react to what people say or write is extremely
important in realtion to how you feel about yourself ,and how others feel
about themselves. People identify with what they prOduce. Try a simple
experiment with a partner. First share with your partner a few of yoUr
and his/her metaphors. Test your and his/her reactions by voicing the
following value statements:

1. my metaphOrs aren't greaty but yours are great.

2. Mine are great, but yours aren't.

3. Mine are great and yours'are great.

Cyn you think of other situations in which you experienced similar_feeTirigs?
Record those situations along with your reactions tJ thisexernse on this
sheet.
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Checking Your Reasoning

Not only do differences in values, feelings, and perceptions cause mis-
understanding; other misunderstandings can occur in relation to reasoning
strategies. 'A successful persuasivemiessage should contain reasoni. which
demonstrates the logical basis for your arguments and support. It is Jar-
portant to pay attenticsxto the.following types of reaSoning and arguments
and the corresponding questions as you prepare your message. Ask4ourself:

REASONING FROM EXAMPLE
1. Have I examined enough examples to substantiate the generalization?
2. Have I chosen the examples fairly?
3. Are there any outstanding exceptions to the gpneralization?

REASONING. FROM AXIOM
1. Is the axiom or rule true, i.e. -does the pudience accept it as valid?
,2. Does the axiom apply to the specific situation that I am talking about?

REASONING FROM CAUSAL RELATION
1. Have I confused.the cause and effect?
2..Is the cause powerfUl enough to produce the effect that I claim?

, 3. Has anything prevented the cause from occuring?
4. Can T think of any other cause that might have produced the same efTect?
5, Am I sure that a causal connection actually exists?

.FEASONING FOR PROPOSITIONS OF POLICY
,

1. Is there a need,for the policy or course of action that I propose?
2. Will the proposed policy or plan actually work?
3. Are there major disadvantages in the plan I propose?
4. Is my plan better than any other plan or policy?

REASONING FOR PROPOSITIONS OF FACT OR VALUE
1. ,Upon what Criterion or standard shOuld I ask my listeners to base

their judgment? A standard is eStential in judging propositions of
fact or value, For.example, "Our present grading-system is undesir-
able. What is a desirable system? What standards are available for .

judging the grading s7,-tem?" Your.listeners must accept the- standard
or criterion.

2. Do the facts and circumstances in Ruestion meet the agreed upon
criterion?

7 3



Self-Awareness #4

'VALUES CLARIFICATION

It is usefUl to deVelop strategies for clarifying your.own values in order
to develop a consistent picture of exactly what you believe and don't.
believe and why. ,An awareness of your values as well as the values of those
you speak with can help you in your conounication activities.

In the space below, it wili be useful for you to employ the rank ordering
_form to practice values clarification in two areas.

I. Personal activities
A) Take five minutes and list everything you want to do if you could

do anything. No restrictions on time or money.

B) Now, if you only had one year to live, consider the things you would
do in the (1) first three months, (2). the second three months, (3)
the third tnree months, (4) the last three months. Mark eveything
with either a 1, 2, 3, or 4.

C) Now look at all the items with a #1 to.see if you can develop a
pattern of similarity. Fbr example, "Mbst of the #1's cost a lot
of money but require no skill." Or "Most of the #1's can be accom-
plished blone? or 'require Other people'." Use the space below to write
your-summary statements about all the A's and #2vs.



II. Personality Preference
.A) '11.te five minutes and list all the people you would like to talk

to; assume they were all in the same room and they all want to
talk to you. Living or dead makes no difference.

B) Now, assume that all these people,aren't present, but, instead.you
muSt pay to travel to see them. Put.a #1 beside those yoU would
spend $1,000 to talk with;,a #2 beside those you would spend $500
t.0 talk with; a #3 for the $100 people and #4 for those you would
only spend $50 to see. .

C) Now examine all the people with //l.'s and all the people with #41S.

Nhat kind of similar pattern to you see .with.all the peoplevith
#1,L? What do they have in common? What adjectives would you use
to describe tlem9- rich, powerful,.poor, intelligent, etc. Now

do the same for the #14.'s. Use-the space below to commit your sum-

rrIry statmehts to.writing.

This ie.for your own personal

I awareness. Ba.honest withyour,-

1
self. 12T m3 BE HANDED IN.
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4

Presentation #4

PERSUASIVE MESSAGE (5-7 minutes)

After having engaged in values.clarification exercises with your
class, you haVe probably discovered several areas,where there.is a
difference of opinion or belief. Select one such area and design a
persuasive message which tries to convince your audience to accept,
your particular belief or opinion; if not accept, at ieaSt respect
your right to have that belief or opinion.

Remember that you are free to speak and act as long as the exten
tion of your freedom doesn't interfere with another person enjoying
his/her .freedom. Review the section, "Ethics and Human Rights" in
your text.

In preparing your persuasive messagp, pay particuldnattention,to hUman
needs and motives. Make.an-honest effort to demonstrate, for your aud=
ience how acceptance of your ideas will benefit them an&fUlfill their
.needs. Review the section "Human Needs as Mbtives in Persuasion in
your text.

,Pay close' attention to the use of identification both as a strategy
in audience analysiS and as a strategy in speaking. As a strategy for
audience analysis, identification is helpful when you put yourSelf in
the place of your audience. What would they think about your ideas? What
would theysay? Identification as a strategy in speaking is usefUl for
establishing togetherness or oneness of purpose, a poWerful-goal in per-
suasion.

Finally, prepare an Outline of key ideas for your own use so that you-
cam-present an organized message. A person who presents an organized mes7,
sage.appears to know what he/she is talking about.and is,consequently
more believable.

..



Personal Note Sheet for Lesson #4
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Key Concepts

Our Separate Realities

Probes (Questions for Analysis)

Language and SPeech

Language, Purpose and Meaning

Speech Communication as Process

Role(s) and Self

Ethics of Change and Human Rights

Oneness, Becoming One: Identification

Human Needs aF Motives

Voice, fmage, and Perception

Organization (putting it all together)

"Gestalt P7ayer"

Universal Declaration of Human Rights


